We are looking for one truly inspired UI/Ux Designer to join
Updated.io. (www.updated.io). We are building an incredibly exciting
and disruptive mobile-first productivity application that will be at the
intersection of Mobile, SaaS, Enterprise, B2B and Productivity… a very
desirable space to be in. We are a small team. It’s me and 2 brilliant
developers right now. The open seat at this moment is for a truly
inspired UI/Ux Designer who can help evolve and design the initial iOS
app, integrated web app, and a beautiful unified design across all
customer/user-facing mediums.
It would be great if you have some mobile UI experience, in addition to a great sense of design and best practice
design principles… and a good understanding of Ux (even if Ux hasn’t been your specialty).
We are located in a gorgeous office here in Montclair, NJ… but wait, don’t hang up! If you live in NYC, NOT a
problem. You really only need to be here in the office with us perhaps 1-2 days per week and you can work from
home the rest of the time. Or you can work with us every single day here… your call. We are a 34 minute trainride from Penn Station in NYC to the street we’re on in Montclair. (This is faster than going from the Village to
the Upper West Side on the subway in rush hour!)
More importantly, we are solving a HUGE problem for a massive market. We’re building a solution that provides
leaders with beautiful visibility into everything important their people (their extended team/circle) are working
on. This will be used across the enterprise first, and then in several other verticals – education, healthcare,
journalism, etc… The applications for this solution are endless. We will be disrupting email, project management
applications and executive dashboards. This is a brand new solution – nothing like it in the market.
The impact you will have on a daily basis is so far beyond the impact you could have anywhere else… you really
should join us if you are a truly inspired designer. NOTE… as far as design aesthetic goes? Please review this
page of inspirational iOS design… if your taste (and skillset) is in this realm, then we need to talk:
http://www.pinterest.com/cynthiakoo/uxui-design-inspiration/
I have secured seed funding to build out the initial 4-5 person team and get us to Version 1 (the MVP), into an
invite-only BETA release, and then into the market with a public release in the Spring of 2014. Then once we
have secured initial traction, we will consider raising value-added institutional capital. Not necessary right now.
We’re funded with sufficient seed capital. And you, the UI/Ux Designer, will receive a generous package of cash
+ equity.
Please email me directly at paul@updated.io. Along with your resume (or link to your LinkedIn profile), please
include a link to your online portfolio(s) or a PDF of your relevant design work. And please include a oneparagraph cover email/note on why Updated.io (based on this description and anything else you find about us
on Angel List or elsewhere – there isn’t much because we’re kinda in stealth mode, more or less) interests you.
Thank you! And can’t wait to connect with you.
Best,
Paul

Paul Ruderman
Founder & CEO
Updated.io
Email me @ paul@updated.io
www.updated.io

